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Meet Charles, our Desktop 
Support Specialist operating 
at our Houston Port Transit 
Rail Authority office.

Charles has been with us for 
two years now, and manages 
IP cameras on a Network 
Video Recorder system. He 
has proven to be a terrific 
problem solver and once 
located a very unusual source 
of down locomotive security 
cameras through his very 
detailed and methodical troubleshooting style. He is 
superb at his profession. But there is a whole other 
side to Charles that also makes him a celebrity around 
the office and a benefactor to his community: 
Charles is a local wrestling personality.

By day he might keep our surveillance network 
secure, but after hours he will enter the arena and 
wrestle for good causes. Last year for Christmas he 
participated in the Houston Zombie Walk “Xmas with 
Kampus,” a unique WrestleMania experience that 
raises money for a number of scholarships. His 
wrestling persona is solemnly introduced as “The 
Noble from Nigeria, Your Royal Warrior, Prince Kanu!”

Charles is certainly a larger-than-life personality, and 
a wonderfully outgoing Desktop Support Specialist. 
Learn more about Charles and the rest of our staff on 
our Meet-Your-IT-Team page!

Continuing Concerns
Microsoft just recently repeated their warning about the BlueKeep Exploit. 
Back in May, Microsoft issued a patch for a Remote Desktop Protocol  vulnerability they discovered, called 
BlueKeep. If the vulnerabilitiy was exploited, it meant the hacker could take over the remote access to a 
system without any authorization, and from there the hacker could install malware right into the system 
with no impediments.
In the effort to correct the problem with a patch, the first challenge Microsoft experienced was getting 
people to respond to the severity of the vulnerability. By July, Microsoft found that there were still 800,000 
devices unpatched.
The NSA and Microsoft both provided multiple warnings about the seriousness of this particular 
vulnerability, but it continued to be regarded as background chatter in the world of managed service work.
Now Microsoft has issued another warning based on brand new evidence: Researchers have uncovered 
new variants of BlueKeep, suggesting that the first BlueKeep wave in May would be just the first of what 
might be many more. Health IT Security reporter Jessica Davis reports:

“Security signals and forensic analysis show that the BlueKeep Metasploit module 
caused crashes in some cases, but we cannot discount enhancements that will likely 
result in more effective attacks,” Microsoft researchers wrote. 

If your business uses Microsoft RDP and you have not patched it yet, please do so IMMEDIATELY. If you  
need help with this, please contact us right away at (281) 651.2254.
MOREOVER, make sure that you are utiilizing Multi-Factor Authentication when accessing RDP. 
See the article below, “Beyond the Patch: Security with MFA,” for further details.

Beyond the Patch: Security with MFA
As mentined above, researchers are finding BlueKeep variants that might not be de-
flected by the patch.  Yet there is one thing that can cover any further vunerabilities 
that might exist for RDP access, and that is the is implementation of a Multi-Factor 
Authentication (MFA) process into your RDP access procedure. 

We have written some reports that explain MFA and provide information as you choose 
an MFA application best for your business:

Malware/Data Breach Prevention   RDP & MFA    Have you Turned of RDP on your Server? 

A STRONG NETWORK
Let’s connect and follow each other in business! 
If you have a particular social network you use, please let us 
know so we can “Like”, “Follow” and “Connect” with 
you. 
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